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It's Romance, Passion, Action and Adventure all the way as Ria Cantrell brings together the first

three full length novels of her Bestselling Celtic Storm series into an exciting new boxed set of

Scottish and Medieval tales of Romance for your reading pleasure. Step back in time to the beautiful

Scottish Highlands and enter a world of Knights and Ladies, kilted Highlanders and the beautiful

women who fight to win their hearts. KNIGHT STORM ~ A storm was brewing and Rhianna du

Montefort knew that nothing good would come of it. She and her brother, Randall were the sole

heirs of their parentsâ€™ thriving keep and outlying lands. The problem was that her brother had

been missing for nearly six moons. There had been no word of his whereabouts or for that matter if

he was dead or alive.  Sir Erik Ragnorsen, a high ranking Knight of the Realm has been

commanded to marry the heir of du Montefort Keep. He did not want to marry anyone, and though

he petitioned the king to retract the edict, Sir Erik was obliged to comply.  When Rhianna learns that

the storm she had been sensing was really a maelstrom in the form of a man named Erik

Ragnorsen, she vows she will not marry him. However, upon seeing the blond giant, she felt her

resolve crumbling. Erik vows to protect the Lady Rhianna at all costs and his promise will be sorely

tested when an evil baron decides to take her for his own. Will their love be strong enough to

weather the storm that threatens to tear them apart?CELTIC TEMPEST ~ Sometimes, even though

it is written in the stars, the road to true love can be a rocky one. And so it was with Bronwyn, the

feisty daughter of the Laird and High Chief of the Clan MacCollum and the handsome English

Knight, Sir Andrew Brandham. Can they set aside old hatreds and distrust and follow the course

that Destiny has set them upon or will their blossoming love be dashed upon the rocks by the

tempest that rages around them?CELTIC FURY ~ Amid Highland Feuds and Clan division, rugged

men fight for their birthrights and their place in history while beautiful women fight to win their hearts.

Among these great warriors is Rory MacCollum, the fabled and lethal Wolf of the Highlands. A

series of events has set him on a course of self -destruction until a terrible accident brings the

beautiful, but damaged, Brielle Campbell into his life. Will the love of this daughter of his sworn

enemies bring healing to his tormented soul or will it add fuel to the fire of his hatred for all things

Campbell?
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I thoroughly enjoyed all three books in Storm Trilogy. Once I started reading I just couldn't put it

down. I loved all the characters, they were all so very human with all their strengths, weaknesses,

personalties and quirks. The stories are quite believable and felt true to the times. If you enjoy this

genre read this series!Just a side note: I sometimes become frustrated with the amount of spelling

and grammatical mistakes found in many of the online stories I read but these books (while not

perfect) had very few errors. Kudos to the author and editing team!

Highlanders and maidens with healing powers, my favorite combination. I positively enjoyed Storm

Trilogy. Ria Cantrell spins a tale that scoops up the reader and transports them into action, romance

and intrigue. There is so much more that makes this story spectacular. It is filled with deception,

treachery, romance, intense drama, and detailed characters that pull in the reader from the

beginning until the end. The secondary players add great finesse to the storyline. I have to admit it

was completely hard to put this book down. Ms. Cantrell creates an enthralling read that surrounds

with anticipation that continues to build, leaving this reader spellbound.

Each of the stories were stand alone,but it made for a richer read if you had read the books in order.

Although predictable each had a story twist which livened up the work. I enjoyed them and read

through completion.



If Ms. Cantrell would have left out all the sex scenes she would have ended up with a pamphlet. The

story was good but there just was not enough of it, every chapter spent pages on sex scenes. I think

sex scenes are appropriate for this type of book but I love great stories that go with it and are long

enough to be enjoyable.

Ria Cantrell can really spin a wonderful love story! After reading the first book I couldn't wait to read

the second one and then I was on pins and needles to start the third one. Wow, I loved all three

books! Way to go Ria, you rock! A must read.

This series is great. The author created a repor with the characters and made their lives very

interesting.I love the way the book introduced each character and followed through with the clans

histories and personal trials in each book.The Storm Trilogy and the other books in the Storm series

are really great. I highly recommend them.

These three intertwining stories were written with the same boring, repetitive theme! Ugh!H/H fight,

loves me, loves me not, fight, runaway, repeat, get kidnapped, fight to the death, over and over!

Boring!Not much history told in these stories. Save your money!

Didn't want this to end. Enjoyed through the final pages.
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